My Erasmus in Wroclaw at the University of Lower Silesia was one of the best experiences in
my life. Actually before than arrive there i have read some informations about the city in the
Internet. Usually sentences was quite positive about city: gotik and lovely city, most of
people are open minded and warmly etc… Poland itself is a wonderful country, with breath
taking landscapes. The place to be for admirers of nature, like me.
When i arrived to Wroclaw i would say i met much more than this. The city was really open
and so beautiful. There were a lot of events which people could join and enjoy especially on
the spring term.
Firstly I went to University and there was an event to inform us about the University and the
city and etc. There i met with my classmates and first i really felt there im an erasmus
student.
Next day we all met at the main street of city and we visit particular places around city with
great guides and we take a nice boat trip in Odra River. The organization was really awasome
and benefit for us.
About classes, in the begining i found it a bit difficult cause of my english level but than it
passed day by day.Teachers was really knowledgeable and they were trying to be benefit for
us and you could feel it obviously. Especially some of teachers was really really so warmly
and so kind. The teachers was makes me feel flexible in the class, i mean you could say your
ideas and your wiew.
Well if I would like to talk about international Office, when you arrive there surely you will
see people who really wants to help you in every case. I never hesitate to ask or go there to
learn something or for documents.They are always waiting to help you with their genial face.
Finally I am very thankfull to all my teachers in the University of Lower Silesia and for
Erasmus Office for their helps and support. I would like to say that my time in Wroclaw
changed my view on very different aspects of life, broadening my horizon. I realized the
world is much bigger than the one I used to know before I left on Erasmus. I learned how to
handle situations which aren't easy on my own and became more mature and independent.
Most important of all, I discovered myself, partly thanks to the people I met from different
cultures, whom I’ll never forget. Year that I spent in Wroclaw with the Erasmus program was
the most beautiful year in my life. I would like to say if i had a chance to study in ULS and in
Wroclaw I would not think any second. İf you have a chance to study there you are the one
of luckiest person. If you have a chance to choose ULS and Wroclaw for Erasmus or whatever
my suggestion is JUST CHOOSE ULS. I bet you will not be regret! 
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